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Estonian Navy Should Strive Toward Limited Sea Control
Instead of Sea Denial

Grigori Gavrilov

Despite the emergence of new “revolutionary” technologies, the reality of 
war seldom changes instantly and is more often than not an evolution, rather 
than a revolution. The same applies for warfare in general, and naval warfare 
in particular. The first theorists of naval warfare (e.g. A. T. Mahan, J. Cor
bett, P. H. Colomb, S. Makarov) wrote about the age of sail at a time when 
woodenhulled ships and smoothbore cannons had not yet lost their rele
vance in naval warfare. Still, the most significant statements of the XIX cen
tury thinkers stood the test of time and remain relevant even at the age of 
nuclear propulsion and supersonic missiles.

Most naval theorists generally accept two maxims. The first, established 
already by naval thought pioneers, states that the ultimate purpose of all 
opera tions at sea is to influence the events on land. 

The second maxim focuses more specifically on conducting war at sea. In 
general terms, it describes two different approaches to naval warfare. The first 
is a pursuit of sea control. Sea control is a situation where one side is able to 
use the sea for achieving its objectives, either as a transport medium (for both 
troops and goods) or a projection of their power from the sea (i.e. amphibious 
operations or strike warfare).

The second is a pursuit of sea denial. It can be described as a situation that 
precludes the use of the sea by an opponent, without necessarily allowing 
oneself to use the sea instead.

It is important to understand that sea control and sea denial are not 
 antipodes. If one side achieves sea control, the sea is automatically denied 
to the other belligerent. However, successfully achieving sea denial does not 
automatically give one the ability to use the sea freely for personal purposes. 
It is an important rationale for the subsequent discussion.
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The degree of sea control can be graded. Essentially, absolute sea  control 
means that one side has no opposition whatsoever from the other bel ligerent 
and can, thus, use the sea freely. At the same time, the other side of the 
 conflict can not. It is possible to establish a state of limited sea control, or 
working sea control. It means that sea control is limited either by time, space, 
warfare domain (e.g. abovewater or subsurface, etc.), or all three options 
simultaneously. Consequently, an opponent either controls other mediums 
or successfully denies them. A state of sea control can also be established in a 
dispute; in this case, neither side is strong enough to force its hand, but does 
not revert to a mere sea denial posture, either. A dispute over sea control 
means that both sides try to pursue their goals at sea, and both do so while at 
a considerable risk.

There are several works regarding the theories of sea control and sea 
denial. In general terms, the pursuit of sea control is the objective of the party 
that is stronger at sea, while the party that is weaker at sea should take on a 
defensive position and focus on sea denial.

Therefore, it is easy to argue that since Estonia is a weaker military power 
compared to Russia and generally adopts a defensive mindset, the objective 
of its navy should be to achieve sea denial. This argument, however, is as 
wrong as it is superficial. It overlooks two wellestablished observations.

First, the efficiency of the sea denial strategy depends entirely on the 
importance an opponent gives on using of the sea. In the case of possible 
conflicts between Russia and the Baltics, however, the Baltic States rely heavily 
on the sea lines of communication, while Russia could make (and historically 
has made) do in achieving its military objectives in the region completely 
without applying naval forces. If the Russian A2/AD bubble over the Baltics 
turns out to be effective and its primary instrument of force is land forces, all 
Estonian efforts to pursue sea denial would be in vain; a navy configured for 
sea denial would then be a strategically mishandled decision.

Second, as much as the Russian military might dwarf the Estonian mili
tary, the fact remains that NATO holds a firmly supreme position over con
ventional arms; since Estonia is part of that alliance, it is, in fact, Russia that 
has practiced defensive naval strategies throughout most of its history. More
over, NATO as a transAtlantic alliance is, by definition, an entity with strong 
naval traditions, and the Baltic scenario of an isolated outpost in a dire need 
of maritime connection is not new to the powers of the free world. The same 
scenario was played out – on a larger scale, obviously – in both World Wars 
with Britain, and were extensively planned and prepared for in the Cold War 
with Western Germany and Norway.
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The author of this article argues that despite the suggestions made by some 
authors and publications, the Estonian Navy should not be reconstructed 
around the “new school” concept with sea denial capabilities at its core. While 
the physical destruction of enemy surface combatants is an important task, 
an antisurface warfare should not be neither a priority nor specialty of the 
Estonian Navy. Landbased missile batteries and fastattack craft would not 
serve the strategic interests of Estonia. Instead, the Estonian Navy should 
strive to achieve limited sea control, or at least local dispute control over the 
sea. Its focus should be on escort, scouting, and forcegeneration. The author 
believes that any future plans should integrate seagoing platforms with high 
 endurance and good seakeeping characteristics, armed with antiair effectors 
and networked sensors, while the antisurface warfare means such as naval 
mines and modern naval guns should be considered secondbest.

Future Maritime Defence Scenarios in Estonia

Tauri Roosipuu

The problems of organising Estonian maritime defence have been the 
topic of discussion ever since the country restored independence, but not 
yet acknowledged on a governmental and societal level, and no substantial 
 reorganisations have been made so far. The objective of this article is to pro
pose two hypothetical and extreme future scenarios that could take place 
over the next thirty years, both positive and negative, based on the current 
situation of maritime defence in Estonia. The first (the black scenario) is 
based on the assumption that there will be negative developments over the 
next decades, and maritime defence in Estonia will significantly deteriorate. 
However, the second (the white scenario) is based on the opposite assump
tion: a positive development will follow and Estonian maritime defence will 
dramatically improve.

The organisation of maritime defence in Estonia is at a crossroads. It 
is not sustainable in its current state, even in terms of maintaining the 
 existing capabilities, and will create more and more problems over time. 
The implemen tation of either scenario depends primarily on the spread of a 
 maritime  mindset. In the case of the black scenario, Estonian maritime geog
raphy would continue to be ignored on a governmental and political level, 
and that includes national defence management. In the case of the positive 
 alternative, national maritime interests would be defined, the management 
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of the  maritime sector reorganised, legislations revised, and the necessary 
reforms implemented to ensure the sovereignty of Estonian sea areas.

Another factor is the national organisation of sea surveillance and the 
compilation of a recognised maritime picture which is a basis for all maritime 
operations. With the black scenario, it would remain fragmented between 
different agencies/authorities and the responsibility of sea surveillance would 
not be regulated on a legislative level. In case of the white scenario, sea 
 surveillance would be assigned to the Defence Forces and they would compile 
a recognised maritime picture (in accordance with wartime requirements) 
with stationary and mobile shore radars and vessels permanently displaying 
the national flag and identifying targets on Estonian sea areas.

The quality of national maritime tasks depends directly on the organisation 
of the state fleets and vessels in service. In case of the negative scenario, authori
ties would continue to operate separate fleets but not be able to fully perform 
the tasks assigned to them, especially in a crisis and war situations. With the 
white scenario, on the other hand, a national fleet strategy would be adopted 
to create balanced fleets capable of operating in both wartime and peacetime. 
Since many of the existing mismatches of capabilities are related to service ves
sels and their quantity, the situation in terms of capability mismatches would 
not improve much with the black scenario. With the white scenario, the capa
bilities of fleets would improve due to the reduction of ship classes in service, a 
commission of modular ship classes, and an increase in a crossuse of vessels.

Maritime defence is not necessary only for conventional warfare, but also 
during peacetime and at different stages of an escalating conflict. In order to 
prevent getting defeated in hybrid war and an escalation of a conflict, the state 
must acquire maritime situational awareness (a recognised maritime picture) 
and the power to demonstrate national sovereignty. With the black scenario, 
the situation may escalate rapidly if a crisis should arise; on the other hand, 
with the white scenario, it is possible to ensure true national  deterrence and 
sovereignty. The great contrast between the two proposed scenarios should, 
once again, show that ignoring maritime defence problems in Estonia has 
fatal consequences, and developing proper maritime defence is not an impos
sible task over a few decades. First, we should stop denying the existence 
of a  maritime domain: only then can the necessary reforms regarding sea 
 surveillance and fleets be carried out, forming a basis for the development of 
capabilities. To change the prevailing mindset, we should constantly share 
the knowledge in the society. The validity of the proposed scenarios will only 
be revealed over time. The future may fall between both scenarios or be a 
combination of those two.
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Ensuring Energy Security –
Proposed Primary Goal of the Estonian Navy

Urmo Urbus

This article focuses on the concept that energy security should be one of the 
main objectives of the Estonian Navy. The article is divided into three parts. 
The first part argues that the main maritime resource of Estonia are cables 
that keep us connected to other energy grids besides the one of Russia. These 
connections increase Estonian energy security. The second part provides an 
overview of the current energy situation in Estonia and the third part will 
provide insight on the close bond of energy security and the navy.

Sustainable defence requires significant resources and energy is one of the 
most important resource. Currently, the main energy supplier in the North
Eastern region of the Baltic Sea is Russia. The international relations between 
the Baltics and Russia are contested, and in addition to that, the relations 
between NATO and the Russian Federation are somewhat substandard. This 
has created a situation where the countries on the Baltic Sea that are adja
cent to Russia have to try to disconnect from Russian energy grids and move 
towards the Western ones to create a stable balance of power between actors. 
It is reasonable to assume that during an armed conflict between  Russia and 
Estonia, one of the main targets would be the Narva Power Plants due to 
their proximity to the RussianEstonian border and operational importance. 
If the power plant is compromised, a large part of Estonia would be left 
without power, which would hinder military defence. However, it would be 
pos sible to use underwater resources, more specifically, Estlink and Baltic
connector cables to mitigate this. For this reason, the priority of the Estonian 
Navy should be to defend these cables and ensure energy security during a 
 conflict. My argument is that the Estonian Navy and Estonian energy security 
are strongly tied, and a similar argument could be made about the Russian 
Navy and energy security at the Baltic Sea. I argue that the most important 
maritime resource for Estonia is situated between Tallinn and Helsinki: the 
cables and gas pipelines. For this reason, I propose that this area should be a 
priority and, during wartime, working control should be established in that 
specific area. Sea denial should be established in adjacent areas to support the 
main goal of energy security. This would, in turn, ensure the sustainability of 
defence, both at sea and on land.
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Merevõim Läänemerel

Ott Laanemets

Artiklis on vaatluse all merejulgeoleku uuringute alustala: merevõimu ele
mendid Läänemerel. Seejuures on tähelepanu keskmes vaid riikidevahelised 
suhted. Analüüsi käigus otsitakse vastust küsimusele, milline on merevõimu 
iseloom ja tähtsus Läänemereäärsetele riikidele praeguses geopoliitilises 
kontekstis. Uurimus koosneb teoreetilisest ja empiirilisest osast. Esmalt 
luuakse võimu, geopoliitika, merevõimu ja rannikuvõimu teooriatele tugi
nedes teoreetiline raamistik. Seejärel analüüsitakse Läänemere  riikide mere
võimu nelja elementi – geograafilist, sotsiaalset, majanduslikku ja sõjalist. 
Uurimuse metoodika on kvalitatiivne võrdlus, kus juhtumid on Läänemere
äärsete riikide merevõimud ja analüüsiüksused merevõimu neli nimetatud 
elementi. Uurimistöö peamised tulemused on järgmised. Merevõimu olemus 
Läänemerel sarnaneb suurte mereriikide omaga, kuid sellel on ise loomulikud 
erijooned. Merevõimu roll ja olulisus Läänemerel on eelkõige geograafiline 
ning puudutab peamiselt majanduslikku ja sõjalist ligipääsu. Ometi ei väär
tusta Läänemereäärsed lääneriigid merevõimu piisavalt. See väljendub 
 riikide väikestes kaubalaevastikes, liiga väikeses sõjalaevade hulgas ja võime
lünkades Läänemere operatsioonideks.
 
Võtmesõnad: Läänemeri, merevõim, merendus, merevägi, kaubalaevastik, 
rannikuvõim

Do Small States Need a Balanced Fleet?

Taavi Urb

For a coastal state, the maritime domain presents opportunities as well as 
dangers that cannot be ignored. To defend its sovereignty and interests at 
sea, a coastal state needs maritime forces that can at least display its presence 
at sea and act as a tripwire against definite forces. This becomes especially 
important at a grey zone between peace and war. For a small state, there is no 
clear distinction between internal and external security within a  maritime 
domain, and the line between war and peace is becoming  increasingly 
 fuzzier. A  balanced fleet that is able to operate through a whole conflict 
 spectre and maintain at least some capabilities in all principal warfare areas 
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is the best solution for maintaining the sovereignty of a state and protecting 
its interests at sea.

To create a balanced fleet, a navy requires a fair share of the (defence) 
budget. Small states have some inherit problems regarding the establish
ment and maintenance of a capable fleet, especially shortness of financial 
and human recourses but also lack of knowledge; however, abolishing a navy 
or degrading it to a niche navy is not an advisable solution. It way may seem 
efficient to sacrifice the protection of national maritime interests, but in no 
way does it support an independent defence capability of a state. Avoiding 
duplications and factionalism, promoting intra and interstate cooperation 
and jointness, and combining it with a conscious innovation should make 
the maintenance of a balanced fleet affordable even for a small state. All in 
all, there are no credible alternatives to developing a balanced fleet, even for 
a small coastal state.

Coastal Power: The Sea Power of the Coastal State 
and the Management of Maritime Resources

Jacob Børresen

This article will present a theory of the sea power of the coastal state – or 
what one might call coastal power – and in that context discuss the precondi
tions for and the limits to the ability of the coastal state to protect and defend 
itself and the resources in its Exclusive Economic Zone [EEZ] and on its 
continental shelf. Finally, the theory will be applied to the role and mission 
of the Royal Norwegian Navy (RNoN).

The basis for this theory is not an analysis of navies of over 100 coastal 
states that has helped to identify their common denominators. The theory 
of coastal power is, therefore, not primarily descriptive, although it contains 
descriptive passages. On the contrary, it has a clearly prescriptive or normative 
bias. Using the experiences of the Norwegian Navy as an example, the coastal 
theory suggests ways how a small state with an ocean coastline can perceive 
sea power and apply naval forces to increase their freedom of action and, thus, 
develop and protect their interests. Evidently, the coastal power theory could 
apply to all coastal states. The order of battle, the doctrine, and the concept of 
operations of each individual coastal navy can, of course, greatly vary in terms 
of their specific role and tasks, but this concerns the particular characteristics 
of individual coastal states and challenges to their security.


